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Background
The financial statements are records of a company's financial information in an accounting period that can be used to describe the performance. The financial statements are also part of the financial reporting process. Information Such information is required by an external party with an interest in the company, where one of the parameters in the financial statements is used to measure the performance of management and profit within the company. (SAK 2015, par 12) says that the financial statements aim to provide ginformations that include the financial position, performance, and changes in the financial position of a company that benefit a large number of users in making economic decisions. Financial reporting is the responsibility of the management company to the party concerned both internally and externally. Briefly it can be explained that the greater the value of EPS will of course please shareholders, as the greater the profit provided to shareholders. In general, in investing capital, investors expect the benefits to be generated in the form of profit share (EPS). While earnings per share distributed to investors depends on company policy in terms of dividend payout. Earnings per share can indicate the level of welfare of the company, so if the earnings per share that is distributed by investors is high then indicates that the company is able to provide a good level of welfare shareholder, while earnings distributed per low share indicates that the company fails to provide benefits as expected by the shareholders. Associated with the tendency of firms to report greater profits, investors tend to be more concerned with profit information regardless of how the process used to achieve the level of profit (Kristanto, 2015) . Research on the influence of Earning Per Share and Profit Management on Stock Return conducted by (J.C. Antula., P Van Rate, RL Samadi, 2017) found that the results of partial research have no significant effect of Earnings Management and Earning Per Share against Stock Return. Given the vast evidence of the existence of Earning Per Share and Profit Management, this study examines the extent to which Earning Per Share and Profit Management affect Opersai's performance and its financial implications on Stock Returns. The extent to which the impacts of the various Profit Management activities on the financial statements in the company and the impact of the Return of Shares that have not been discussed much diliteratur previously. Thus the problem of this research is to analyze the Earning Per Share and Profit Management have an effect or not to Return of Stock at financial service company owned by BUMN listed on BEI. This study attempts to provide empirical analysis of earnings information in the company's annual financial statements. Based on the company's financial report data can be obtained easily by investors so this research is expected to be input for investors as a consideration in the investment decision.The study contributes to the earnings management literature, by examining the effect of Earning Per Share and Profit Management on Stock Returns. Thus, this study discussed implications by managers who conduct Earnings Management. Testing the implications of Earnings Management on a company's financial performance is important, given the significance of the operating performance will have an impact on the company and for those concerned.
Formulation of the problem
How is the influence of Earning Per Sharea and Profit Management simultaneously affect the Return of Shares in financial service companies owned by BUMNs listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange on March 31, 2017 for a period of 3 (three) months.
Research Objectives
The purpose of this study to determine the effect of Earning Per Share and Profit Management partially and simultaneously affect the Return of Shares in state owned financial services companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange dated March 31, 2017 for a period of 3 (three) months Research Benefits Provide information to companies and investors the significance of the influence of Earning Per Share and Earnings Management on Return of Shares at state-owned financial services companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange March 31, 2017 for a period of 3 (three) months Literature review Earnings Per Share (EPS) Earning Per Share or earnings per share is a measure of the company's ability to produce per share owners (Rendy Lee, 2018) . Profit used as a measure is profit for the voter or EAT. Because the greater the benefits provided by the company to shareholders. For investors or investors caalon, this information is one of the fundamental factors that greatly affect the decision-making. Earning Per Share or earnings per share indicates that the amount of net profit of the company is ready to be distributed to all shareholders of the company or the amount generated (return) of each share. Earning Per Share (EPS) formula:
Average Number of common Outstanding = Average number of shares outstanding Profit ratios are used to examine the underlying causes of EPS changes. Rsio -this ratio of earnings shows the combined impact of liquidity and asset / liability management on the company's fi rm generates profits. These ratios spell out EPS into its basic determinants in order to assess the underlying factors of the firm's earnings. These ratios help in assessing historical profitability and projecting future earnings through a better understanding of the causes of profit. The share price relationship with earnings per share is related to PER analysis, so often a stock seems surprising because it only produces EPS is relatively low when compared with the stock price. The higher the PER the lower the EPS appears when compared to the stock price. Earnings Management (Yusrianti and Satria, 2014) said that earnings management is also a management action to choose accounting policies from existing accounting standards with the aim of maximizing the welfare and market value of the company. So managers can affect the value of the company's stock market through Profit Management, for example by making income smoothing (income smoothing) and profit growth over time. The possibility of this manipulation is due to the flexibility in implementing it and because it is difficult to emphasize flexible financial reporting Profit management as a behavior that plays within the discretionary accruals component in determining the profits. Profit management within its scope can be defined as the actions of managers in increasing or decreasing current profits on a business and managers are responsible without causing an increase or decrease in the long-term economic preferability of the unit (Arif, 2012) . (Nuryaman, 2013) says that earnings management negatively affects the market's abnormal return. Under conditions the company will sell its shares to the public regarding the company's financial condition. This encourages managers to earn earnings management. Some reasons for earnings management include first, management can increase shareholder confidence in managers. Profit management is closely related to the level of profit or business achievement of an organization, this is because the level of profit or profit is associated with management performance and also the small bonuses that will be received by the manager. Second, earnings management can improve relationships with creditors. Companies that are in default are unable to fulfill their debt obligations in due time, companies are trying to avoid them by creating policies that can increase revenues and profits. Third, earnings management can attract investors to invest their capital primarily in the company go public at the time of the IPO. Stock Return Stock Return is the result of an investment. Investments should really realize that in addition to profit will not close the possibility they will experience losses. Profits or losses are strongly influenced by the ability of investors to analyze the state of stock prices is a momentary research that is influenced by many factors including the condition (performance) of the company, external constraints, the strength of supply and demand of shares in the market, as well as the ability of investors in analyzing stock investments (Yusrianti and Satria, 2014) Thus, any investment in both the short and long term has the main goal of obtaining a profit called return either directly or indirectly. The greater the risk of a security, the greater the expected return. Conversely, if the smaller the expected return, the less risk that must be borne. This positive relationship applies only to the expected return or ex-ante return (before the fact), ie for returns that have not occurred yet. To return realization (which already happens) This positive relationship can occur. Return describes the results obtained by investors from activities that have been done over a period of time, which consists of Capital gain and Yield. Capital gain (loss) is the difference in profit (loss) of the current investment price relative to the price of the past period. Yield is a percentage of periodic cash receipts to the investment price of a certain period of an investment (Dyah Ayu Savitri, 2012) . The mathematically realized return formulation can be formulated as follows :
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The data to be used for this study is secondary data where the data source does not directly provide its data. Secondary data for this study is obtained from the official website of Indonesia Stock Exchange, namely www.idx.co.id secondary data required is financial information from financial statements included in the sample according to the variables studied. With data collection method is documentation method, that is by collecting and reviewing secondary data of financial services company owned by BUMN published by Indonesia Stock Exchange in year 2017.
Population and Sample
The company population of 4 companies is a financial services company listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange and has a complete report on 31 March 2017 period of 3 (three) 
Partial Test T (t test)
Aims to test how the influence of each independent variable individually to the dependent variable.
Simultaneous Effect Test (F test)
Aims to show all independent variables have an effect simultaneously on the dependent variable.
Coefficient of Determination Test (R ²)
Aim to measure how far the model's ability can explain variations of the dependent variable. Many researchers advocate using Adjusted R² values when evaluating which regression model is best. Adjusted R² value is used if the independent variable is more than one. 
Discussion

Conclusion & Suggestions
The conclusions of this study are as follows: 1. Earning Per Share and Profit Management simultaneously have a significant effect on Return of Stock at a state-owned financial services company listed on BEI on 31 March 2017 period of three months 2. Partial earnings management has no significant effect on the Return of Stock at the state-owned financial services company listed on the BEI on March 31, 2017 period of three months 3. EPS partially no significant effect on the Return of Shares in state-owned financial services companies listed on the BEI on March 31, 2017 period of three months. Based on the above conclusions, the author tries to give suggestions that become consideration for the parties -related parties, as follows: 1. For the Commitment It is expected to publish reports that have been audited dengab timely, so that financial statements are more reliable, especially for investors 2. For Investors
